My Home Learning Journey Grid: Week beginning: 1st March 2021

This weeks we will continue our intergalactic space mission. Make sure you have your space suit, helmet and boots on so you are
ready to blast off into space. 5,4,3,2,1 BLAST OFF!
Task 1- Topic Activities (Slide 3-10)
Over the next two weeks you will become
space experts! You are going to blast off into
space and learn about each planet.
This week we will visit:
• Jupiter
• Saturn
• Uranus
• Neptune
Task 2- Planet book (Slide 13-16)
This week you will continue to add to your
very own planet information booklet!

ReadingPLEASE remember to read EVERYDAY on Bug
Club. Also please focus on your SOUNDS and
WORDS.

Task 3- Ordering the planets in the solar
system. (Slide 17)
Now that you know all of the planets in the
solar system, can you cut and stick the planets
in the correct order from the sun?

Task 4- Days of the week (Slide 18)
Last week in Maths, we looked at the days
of the week. Can you draw or write your
favourite thing that you do each day?

Task 5-Daily Maths Sessions
This week I would like you to complete
building 9 & 10.
Watch the video and complete the
activity.
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning
/early-years/building-9-10-week-1/

Reading Challenge
This week I would like you to
record a video of you reading your
reading book on bug club or
practicing your sounds and words.
I will be sharing some of the
videos with the rest of the class.
Lets celebrate reading!

I am so excited to see you all back in
school next Monday. I have missed
seeing all of your smiling faces.
I hope you are excited to
come back too?
I have lots of fun
things planned
for you all x

Task 2-Topic Activities
Learning
Monday

We are continuing our Space mission this week! The next planet we are visiting is the biggest planet in our solar system,
Jupiter!
Look at the information below and watch the videos to find out all about Jupiter.
The planet Jupiter - KS1 Science - BBC Bitesize
(1) Jupiter | Space Song | Pinkfong Songs for Children - YouTube

Tuesday

This planet has rings around it made of rock, can you guess what planet that is? Yes it is Saturn!
Enjoying finding out facts about Saturn.
(1) Saturn | Space Song | Pinkfong Songs for Children - YouTube

Wednesday

The next planet we are exploring is a planet that lies on its side……..It is Uranus.
The planet Uranus - KS1 Science - BBC Bitesize
(1) Planet Song/Planet Uranus Song - YouTube

Thursday

We have reached the final planet! This planet is the furthest away from the sun. It is Neptune.
The planet Neptune - KS1 Science - BBC Bitesize
(1) Neptune | Space Song for Kids | Kindergarten Song | JunyTony - YouTube
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Task 3-Literacy Activities

Remember to use your sound mat to find the letter you need and to help you form it correctly.
When you have finished your sentence use the writing checklist to check you have remembered your capital letters, finger
spaces and full stops.
This week we will continue to create our own planet information book. Each day you will have a writing task to complete for
your book. Enjoy!
Monday

Jupiter
Listen to the songs:
Look back at the songs and information on Jupiter. What can you remember about Jupiter? Write two facts about Jupiter for
the next page of your information booklet. Can you use the word ‘and’ to join your two facts together? For example ‘It is the
biggest planet and it has a red spot.’

Tuesday

Saturn
Listen to the songs:
Now look back at the slides on Saturn. Write two facts about Saturn for the next page of your information booklet. Can you use
the word ‘and’ to join your two facts together? For example ‘Saturn is a big ball of gas and it has rings.’

Wednesd
ay

Uranus
Listen to the songs:
Now look back at the slides on Uranus. Write two facts about Uranus for the next page of your information booklet. Can you use
the word ‘and’ to join your two facts together? For example ‘Uranus lies on its side and it has rings.’

Thursday

Neptune
Listen to the songs:
Now look back at the slides on Neptune. Write two facts about Neptune for the next page of your information booklet. Can you
use the word ‘and’ to join your two facts together? For example ‘Neptune is windy and freezing cold.’

Friday

Can you design a front cover for you Space book? What is your book called? After you have given your book a title can you draw a
picture and write your name? Now it is time to staple it together. I can't wait to see it!

Top tips for writing words
Say it cat
Robot it (using robot arms) c-a-t
Write it

Tips for writing a sentence

Encourage your child to sound out each word and
use the sound mats so they can find the sound and
write it correctly. At the end of the sentence use
the writing checklist together.

Let your children BRAVE write.
Please do not tell them the spelling
of words but encourage them to
‘say it, robot it and write it’ using
their sound mat to help.
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Task 4-Days of the week

Can you draw or write something that you do each day this week?
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